Jailbreaking/Unlocking/Modifying your Smart Phone (Iphone) and Tablet(Ipad)
1.I support jailbreaking smart phones(Iphone) and tablets(Ipad).
Answer: The reason for the IPhone. So I could switch from ATT to I-wireless. I now pay $100 a month
instead of $220 dollars a month. I am not charged extra for going over my data usage like ATT.
2. I also have a choice to modify how my iphone/ipad looks in the menus, the colors, the look, the
sounds.
3. I can also remove programs that apple likes to leave on the phone that takes up space.
Examples demo, field test, diagnostics, and setup application. The first three I don't need on my phone
and don't have access to without the phone being jailbroken taking up space. The fourth only is used
once when setting up the phone.
4. I can remove processes from running on my phone that just hog resources and are never removed
from apple but used for developers. Also many more that I just don't need running on my phone or
want running.
This is the list of processes removed that I don't need or want.
com.apple.appsupport.cplogd.plist -Logs crashes of applications and
3rd party apple to /var/mobile/Library/Logs, and also tells the system if a
symlink cannot be created.
 com.apple.apsd.tcpdump.en0.plist - Logs push notification errors.
 com.apple.apsd.tcpdump.pdp_ip0.plist - Also believed to log push
notification errors.
 com.apple.aslmanager.plist - This daemon manages system logs.
[*]com.apple.certui.relay.plist - When you are on a public network (like
my school) and Safari can't verify what website it is connecting to, it will say
"This website is not verified" or something like that, and asks if you want to
still continue. Feel free to delete this.
 com.apple.chud.chum.plist - This daemon is thought to relate to
Apple's CHUD (Computer Hardware Understanding Developer) tools. Removing this
daemon will have no adverse effects on your device, unless you are a developer.
 com.apple.chud.pilotfish.plist - This daemon is also thought to relate
to Apple's CHUD tools. Removing this daemon will have no adverse effects on your
device, unless you are a developer.
 com.apple.crash_mover.plist - Moves crash log files from where they
originate to /var/Mobile/Library/Logs. Feel free to remove if you don't have
your device log crashes.
 com.apple.CrashHouseKeeping.plist - Cleans up old logs, safe to delete
if already removing logging software. If you regularly run @p0sixninja's crash
reporter to help for jailbreaks, do not remove this.
 com.apple.DumpBasebandCrash.plist - Dumps baseband crashes, which
shouldn't happen during normal use. iPod touch users don't even have a baseband.
If you regularly run @p0sixninja's crash reporter to help for jailbreaks, do not

remove this.
 com.apple.DumpPanic.plist - Dumps crashes for evaluation by Apple. If
you regularly run @p0sixninja's crash reporter to help for jailbreaks, do not
remove this.
 com.apple.marcoagent.plist - Logs crashes related to iMessage,
FaceTime and ect. Feel free to remove from your iDevice.
 com.apple.mobile.softwareupdated.plist - Deals with OTA software
updating. Feel free to remove, your jailbroken, you can't use it anyways.
 com.apple.OTACrashCopier.plist - Moves crashes from Over the Air
software updates to /var/mobile/Library/Logs. Feel free to remove the daemon.
 com.apple.OTATaskingAgent.plist - Tells the device to periodically
check for OTA updates. Feel free to remove.
 com.apple.powerlog.plist - This is used to monitor any
incompatibilities with 3rd party chargers.
 com.apple.ReportCrash.(Different Things).plist - There are 6 of these
daemons, and they collect data about what caused a crash, what programs were
running at the time, etc. If you regularly run @p0sixninja's crash reporter to
help for jailbreaks, do not remove this.
 com.apple.sharktrace.plist Deals with developer crash logs, if you
aren't a developer then feel free to delete.
 com.apple.softwareupdateservicesd.plist - Tells iOS how to start and
execute an OTA update, feel free to remove. Although DO NOT attempt an OTA
update with this removed. I feel that it also stops the update from happening if
the device is jailbroken.
 com.apple.Springboard.SetupHelper.plist - Starts the iOS Setup app
when the device first boots and after restores. Remove because it's no longer
needed after your initial setup.
 com.apple.syslogd.plist - Logs system events.
I can also delete languages I don't need. Take music cds that I own or song that I own from purchases
online and make ringtones out of them for my iphone or computer.
So in conclusion the reason why this needs to stay legal is freedom. That's what our country is founded
on. Freedom to choose.
These claims for copyright are absurd and anyone with common sense would know that.
Thanks
Andrew Dull
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